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Introduction

and evolutionary processes that shaped the
flora and fauna of Australia and contain
the oldest continually surviving tropical
rainforest on Earth.

Tropical rainforests hold a fascination for
children that is almost unmatched.
Children seem to have an unlimited
capacity for reading about the rainforests,
watching videos of the amazing animals
and plants, writing stories and solving
rainforest maths problems. Fortunately,
Australia is one of the few places in the
developed world where rainforests are
available for public enjoyment, global
conservation and research. As such,
Australia has a duty to lead the world in
rainforest science and sustainable
rainforest management. This includes
incorporating the study of rainforests into
our education curriculum from an early
age.

Teaching students to be concerned about
our earth is a curriculum objective at every
year level. The widespread
destruction of tropical forests
will change the climate
throughout the world.
By studying the
rainforest, students learn
that plants, animals and

Why study the
rainforest?
Despite the fact that some of us will never
see tropical rainforests, we experience their
impact on a daily basis. Rainforests cover
less than 7% of the earth’s surface, yet they
are rightly called the “lungs of the earth”.
The dense vegetation provides oxygen to
the entire planet. The tropics fuel our
global weather system with rising currents
of warm moist air. In addition, many of
the products that we enjoy in Australia,
from pineapples to wicker chairs, were
discovered or originally produced in the
rainforest. Millions of species of plants and
animals make their home in the rainforest,
many of which may provide humankind
with medical cures or important scientific
insights.

Australia has many different types of
rainforest including cool temperate,
temperate, dry, subtropical and tropical
rainforests. Australia’s Wet Tropics
rightfully earned their recognition as a
World Heritage Area in 1988 as one of
Earth’s most outstanding, important and
diverse habitats. These rainforests,
including the famous Daintree, provide an
unparalleled living record of the ecological
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v

 people must all share the planet and its
resources.

Why use an integrated
thematic approach?
Life is not arbitrarily divided into chunks
— this is maths, this is science, this is
reading. Outside of the school environ-
ment, we approach new learning by inte-
grating our past knowledge and a variety
of skills. When we become interested in a
topic, we read about it, analyse data, solve
problems, discuss its impact on society,
and perhaps even write letters expressing
our views. When we are extremely inter-
ested in a new topic (say, learning about
Brazil in preparation for a vacation to that
country), we become totally immersed in
the learning process. Our discoveries in
one area fuel our interest in other related
topics.

Why not tap into this natural approach to
learning as we teach students in the class-
room? Instead of reading a story about
rainforests and then solving maths word
problems involving a trip to the supermar-
ket, why not use one theme as a focus for
all studies? Why not integrate the curricu-
lum so that a discovery in one content area
sparks a question to be investigated in
another?

Tropical rainforests provide a wealth of
opportunity for this type of

integration. The science
connections are obvious
— studying the
interaction of plants and
animals, the oxygen

cycle, human’s impact
on the environment,
and so on. What may
not be as obvious is the
multitude of other curriculum
areas that can be tied in.

The outpouring of information on this
topic in recent years has been phenomenal.
Type the word “rainforest” into any
Internet search engine and you’ll find a
tremendous amount up-to-date informa-
tion at your fingertips. Most major
rainforest conservation organisations have
created Web sites that are both entertain-
ing and informative. Furthermore, by
visiting those sites you can find links to
other rainforest information on the web. A
great place to start is the Rainforest Action
Network (see the Rainforest Resources
starting on page 187).

In addition, a visit to the local bookshop
reveals dozens of other print and nonprint
resources on rainforest topics. You’ll find
wonderful children’s fiction and nonfiction
books, both read alouds and read alones.
To help you find just the right book, an
annotated bibliography of children’s
literature is located within the Rainforest
Resources (page 187). Many of the lessons
in this book have a “literature link” sug-
gested, but often you can substitute an-
other book if the one listed is not
available.

In addition to science and literature, your
rainforest exploration can easily extend
into maths, health, humanities, English
and the arts. Studying about medical
mysteries of the rainforest, solving word
problems, writing stories, examining
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cultural differences and
creating puppet shows
are examples of the

many exciting activities
that await your class.

Why cooperative
learning?
If you are already using cooperative learn-
ing, you know that cooperative learning is
a powerful teaching technique that stu-
dents happen to love. Over 600 formal
research studies have demonstrated ben-
efits that run the gamut from improved
academic achievement to better social
skills and attitudes toward school. Being a
part of a learning team is infinitely more
exciting than a solitary excursion into
academia. And when the classroom is an
exciting place to be, students are motivated
to work hard and accept increasingly
difficult educational challenges. In addi-
tion, students in cooperative classrooms
develop an appreciation for other learning
styles and ways of thinking.

Imagine visiting two classrooms. Both are
studying the rainforest. Step into the first
classroom . . . shhh! Students seated in
rows are reading an article entitled “What
Are Rainforests?” Immediately after they
finish reading the teacher assigns five
questions to answer in preparation for the
class discussion. Students are absorbed in
academic pursuits, but the lesson is hardly
designed to instill a love of learning.

Step into the next classroom and the
difference is immediately apparent. Stu-
dents in teams of four are assigned a

specific rainforest layer, such as the
Canopy or Forest Floor.  Each team mem-
ber moves to a different corner of the
room to meet with others who will become
“experts” on that topic.  The experts read
about their topic and discuss the major
concepts together. Each person draws a
diagram of their rainforest layer to help
them teach what they have learned. They
return to their original teams and assemble
their drawings into a layered diagram of
the rainforest. As they work, they discuss
what they learned about each layer.
Through cooperative learning, studying
the rainforest becomes an experience
students will long remember.

Fortunately, you don’t have to spend hours
planning awesome cooperative lessons . . .
this book is your key to success! In this
book, you will find three dozen exciting
activities designed to make your rainforest
unit an unforgettable adventure.

What are structures?
The key to successful cooperative learning
is proper implementation. And the best
way to implement cooperative learning is
to use cooperative learning strategies, or
structures. Structures are step-by-step
methods used to ensure that cooperative
learning doesn’t dissolve into groupwork.
If activities are not properly structured,
one person may end up doing all the work
while the rest of the team enjoys
a free ride.  Well-structured
cooperative activities
require some type of
individual accountabil-
ity either through a written
response, assigned roles,
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 colour-coding or performance in front of
a group. By using structures to build
activities, all students are required to fully
participate in each and every activity.

Structures have names such as Think-Pair-
Share, Jigsaw, RoundTable and Roun-
dRobin. The activities in this book rely on
structures, but you don’t need to know the
structure names to be successful with the
activities. The activity directions are
straightforward and assume no prior
knowledge of specific cooperative
techniques.

A brief structure reference is given in the
appendix to this book. If you would like
more detailed and comprehensive struc-
ture descriptions, read Dr. Spencer Kagan’s
book, Cooperative Learning. This is the
ultimate handbook to implementing the
structural approach. The book is available
through Hawker Brownlow Education
www.hbe.com.au

Why multiple
intelligences?
People are beginning to recognise some-
thing that teachers have instinctively
known for many years: intelligence is not
one-dimensional. Dr. Howard Gardner
pioneered this body of research in 1983
with the release of his book, Frames of

Mind: The Theory of Multiple
Intelligences. The two basic

ideas central to his theory
are: 1) Intelligence is not
fixed; we have the ability
to develop intellectual
capacity, and  2) There

are many ways to be
smart. There are at
least eight different
kinds of intelligence,
ranging from Logical/
Mathematical ability to
Interpersonal intelligence. For a
description of each of the eight intelli-
gences, refer to the Eight Intelligences At-
A-Glance chart (page ix).

As a long-time proponent of cooperative
learning, Spencer Kagan immediately
recognised the significance of Howard
Gardner’s theory. When implemented
properly, cooperative learning techniques
naturally incorporate many different
intelligences. In fact, it would be almost
impossible to utilise MI theory effectively
without cooperative learning. Dr. Kagan
and his son Miguel applied MI theory to
cooperative learning practice and created a
comprehensive handbook for teachers
entitled Multiple Intelligences: The Com-
plete MI Book. Within this book, they
challenge educators to accept three visions
with regards to implementing MI theory.

Vision 1: Matching. Teachers can enhance
learning by matching instructional strate-
gies with how students learn best. Tradi-
tional academic settings primarily rely on
Logical/Mathematical and Verbal/Linguis-
tic teaching strategies. Students who learn
best in other ways will benefit from mul-
tiple approaches to instruction.

Vision 2: Stretching. The new view of
intelligence offers hope for improving all
of our intellectual capabilities. By using a
wide variety of instructional approaches,
teachers can stretch students to develop a
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A t - A - G l a n c e

The Eight Intelligences

Verbal/Linguistic
• Reading
• Writing
• Speaking

Logical/Mathematical
• Numbers
• Computations
• Logical sequences
• Abstract symbols

Visual/Spatial
• Art
• Maps
• Diagrams
• Arrangements

Musical/Rhythmic
• Music
• Rhythm
• Singing

Bodily/Kinesthetic
• Motor skills
• Sports
• Body Language
• Movement

Naturalist
• Plants
• Animals
• Classifying
• Organising

Interpersonal
• People
• Other’s Feelings
• Personal Skills

Intrapersonal
• Feelings
• Values
• Reflection

Students are attracted to or skilled with:
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A C T I V I T Y

S t e p s . . .

Students complete a Know-Wonder-Learned chart and

share their knowledge and questions with team

members.

• RoundRobin
• RoundTable

• Science
• English

• We Wonder charts
(4 per team)

• Poster paper or large
construction paper
(1 per team)

• Crayons or textas

• Interpersonal
• Intrapersonal
• Verbal/Linguistic

1
1. Introduce Chart
Ask students to number off
within their teams from 1 to
4. Give each person a Know-
Wonder-Learned chart or
have them draw one in their
journal. “Today as we begin
our Rainforest unit, I want you
to think about what you
already know about the
tropics. I also want you to
think of things you wonder
about the rainforest — ques-
tions that you would like
answered as we complete our
unit of study.”

2. Individuals
Write
“I want you to list everything
that you already know about
the rainforest under the word
‘Know’ on the chart.” Allow as
much time as students need
for this.

3. RoundRobin
“Now take turns telling your
team what you know. Starting
with Student #1, each person

We Wonder

will share what they have
written.”

4. Individuals
Write
“As you listened to your
teammates, you probably
thought of many questions
you would like answered.
What would you like to
know about the rainforest?
Under the word ‘Wonder,’
write the questions that
you have about tropical
rainforests.”

5. RoundRobin
“Take turns reading your
questions to your team.
This time start with
Student #2 and continue
clockwise around the
team.”

6. RoundTable
Posters
Give each team a piece of
poster paper and a box of
crayons or textas.

Cooperative Structure

Content Areas

Materials

Multiple Intelligences
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A C T I V I T Y

1

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

c o n t i n u e d

We Wonder
“Student #1, please write ‘We Wonder’ at the top
of the page and then pass it to the person on your
left. Now in RoundTable fashion, each of you take
turns listing your best questions under the heading
on your team poster. We will display your posters
in the room to help guide us during our study of
the rainforest.”

7. Discover Answers
“As we study about the rainforest, try to discover
the answers to your questions. Each time you find
an answer, write it in the ‘Learned’ column of your
personal Know-Wonder-Learned chart. Be pre-
pared to share your answers at the end of our
unit.”

Journal Idea
Immediately after students complete the“Know” and “Wonder” sections of theirchart, have each student write three to five “Iwonder” questions in their own journal. Askthem to leave a space for the answers, whichthey may fill in throughout the unit.

☺Hints and Variations
Q - Matrix - If your class is familiar with the
Q-Matrix materials available from Hawker
Brownlow Education, use the Q-Matrix grid
in Step 4. Students can refer to the question
prompts as they write their ‘Wonder’ questions
about the rainforest.

We Wonder
• What kinds of animals live in

the rainforest?

• Why are people cutting them

down?

• Does it really rain every day

in a rainforest?

Sample Team Poster
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